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Abstract. Fault-tolerant distributed algorithms play an increasingly
important role in many applications, and their correct and ecient im-
plementation is notoriously dicult. We present an automatic approach
to synthesise provably correct fault-tolerant distributed algorithms from
formal specications in linear-time temporal logic. The supported system
model covers synchronous reactive systems with nite local state, while
the failure model includes strong self-stabilisation as well as Byzantine
failures. The synthesis approach for a xed-size network of processes is
complete for realisable specications, and can optimise the solution for
small implementations and short stabilisation time. To solve the bounded
synthesis problem with Byzantine failures more eciently, we design an
incremental, CEGIS-like loop. Finally, we dene two classes of problems
for which our synthesis algorithm obtains solutions that are not only
correct in xed-size networks, but in networks of arbitrary size.
1 Introduction
Distributed algorithms are hard to implement. While multi-core processors, com-
municating embedded devices, and distributed web services have become ubiqui-
tous, it is very hard to correctly construct such systems because of the interplay
between separate components and the possibility of uncontrollable faults.
While verication methods try to prove correctness of a system that has been
implemented manually, the goal of synthesis methods is the automatic construc-
tion of systems that satisfy a given formal specication. The dierence between
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Fig. 1: Comparison of the verication
( ) and synthesis ( ) workows
these approaches is shown in Figure 1, il-
lustrating how synthesis can relieve the
designer from tedious and error-prone
manual implementation and bug-xing.
Despite these benets, formal methods
that guarantee correctness a priori, like
synthesis, have hardly found their way
into distributed system design. This is in
contrast to a posteriori methods like ver-
ication, which are being studied very ac-
tively [35,45,46].
One reason for this is that the underlying computational problems in syn-
thesis are even harder than in verication. However, research on synthesis has
picked up again in recent years [1, 8, 24, 36, 52], pushed forward by advances in
theorem proving [26,42] and model checking algorithms [10,40] that can be used
as building blocks for ecient synthesis algorithms.
In particular, also the synthesis of concurrent and distributed systems has
received more attention lately. However, research in this area is to a large extent
still restricted to basic theoretical problems [23, 24] or to simpler sub-problems,
such as synthesis of synchronisation for existing programs [12,54].
Failure resilience is critical in this setting, for two reasons: rstly, it enables
use in safety-critical applications with weaker assumptions on the environment
and the component itself. Secondly, it is needed to ensure scalability in practice,
since in large networks it is unrealistic to assume that all components work
without failure. In this work, we consider two kinds of failures: transient failures,
as exemplied by self-stabilising systems [16, 53], where the whole system can
be transported to an arbitrary state; and permanent failures, as exemplied by
Byzantine failures [38], where some processes can deviate arbitrarily from the
algorithm they should be executing.
Previous approaches for the synthesis of failure-resilient systems are either
restricted in the systems that are considered [14], or in the kinds of failures
that are supported [21].1 For systems that support both self-stabilisation and
Byzantine failures, the only result known to us is a problem-specic and semi-
automatic approach by Dolev et al. [15], explained in the following.
Motivating Example [15]. Consider the problem of automatically construct-
ing a distributed counter, ranging overm possible values. Processes in the system
are arranged in a fully informed clique with synchronous timing, and should sat-
isfy the following properties under self-stabilisation and Byzantine failures:
a) agreement : at every turn, all processes output the same value;
b) increment : the value is incremented in each step (mod m).
Since increment is an easy-to-implement local property, the main problem is
agreement on the value. Dolev et al. [15] have recently shown a semi-automatic
approach to obtain solutions for this problem. For a xed number f of Byzantine
nodes, they construct the distributed algorithm in two steps:
1. synthesis for a clique of sucient size n;
2. extension to arbitrarily many processes.
The rst step is based on a problem-specic encoding of the synthesis problem
into a SAT problem. For a xed number n of processes, the approach nds a
solution { if one exists { by searching for implementations of increasing size
and with increasing stabilisation time. The sucient size of the clique is n =
3  f + 1, since this guarantees that (after stabilisation) the Byzantine nodes
1 Related to this are also approaches for the synthesis of robust systems [6], essentially
modelling failures in the environment of a single process.
cannot change the majority value [43]. Therefore, processes that are added to a
correct system will be correct if they simply replicate the majority output of the
existing processes.
The results of Dolev et al. [15] are impressive, since their solutions for the
2-counting problem extend to systems of arbitrary size, and have smaller state
space and stabilisation time than any hand-crafted solution before. However,
application of their approach to other problems requires signicant eort for the
development of a problem-specic encoding, and for proving its correctness.
In contrast, we introduce a general-purpose method for synthesis of failure-
resilient systems that is fully automatic, can easily be proven correct, and is
applicable to a wide range of problems. In particular, our preliminary imple-
mentation can replicate the results of Dolev et al. [15] and extend them to
n-counting (with n > 2).
Contributions. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for the automatic
synthesis of Byzantine-tolerant self-stabilising systems, in the form of distributed
labelled transition systems. Our synthesis method takes as input a description of
the network of processes and a specication in linear-time temporal logic, as well
as a bound on the number of Byzantine processes in the network. It encodes the
existence of a solution into a problem in satisability modulo theories (SMT),
and synthesises correct implementations for all processes, if they exist.
We show that our method is correct and complete, and will terminate if a
bound on the size of process implementations is given.
The rst-order problems that result from our encoding critically need quan-
tication over nite, but possibly large, sets. We provide a dedicated approach
to solve those problems incrementally. On a prototype implementation of the
approach, we show that this makes our examples tractable.
Finally, we give new results for extending our synthesis method from networks
of xed size to families of networks of unbounded size, based on the notion of
cutos and the Parameterised Synthesis approach [30]. In particular, we dene
colourless specications (or tasks) for non-terminating systems in cliques and
similar network topologies, as well as a class of local specications for networks
with a xed degree. For colourless specications, we obtain cutos that depend
on the number of Byzantine nodes, while for local specications we obtain cutos
that depend on the stabilisation time.
Structure. We introduce our system model and class of specications in Sec-
tion 2, and the basic synthesis approach in Section 3. We present the incremental
approach for solving our synthesis problem in Section 4, the extension to para-
metric networks in Section 5, and experimental results in Section 6.
2 System and Failure Model, Specications
We consider distributed systems that are dened by a xed network of nite-
state processes, in a synchronous composition: in every global step of the sys-
tem, each process observes the outputs (possibly the complete state) of neigh-
bouring components, and makes a transition. Our composition models atomic
snapshot, the classical communication model for self-stabilising systems [13].
Furthermore, synchronous timing (possibly as an abstraction of the system be-
haviour) is a standard assumption when reasoning about consensus problems,
as these problems are undecidable in asynchronous networks in the presence of
faults [25,39,47]. To support asynchronous systems, one option is to use an ab-
straction to an eectively synchronous system, like for example in the model
based on \communication rounds" by Dragoi et al. [18].
In the following, we formalise these notions for the case of xed-size networks.
We will consider networks of parametric size in Section 5.
2.1 System Model
Labelled Transition Systems. For given nite sets  of inputs and  of labels
{ or outputs { a  -labelled -transition system (or short: a (;)-LTS) T is a
tuple (T; T0; ; o) of a set T of states, a set T0  T of initial states, a transition
function  : T  ! T and a labelling (or output) function o : T !  . T is
called nite if T is nite.
We consider  = 2O and  = 2I , representing valuations of a set of Boolean
output variables O (controlled by the system) and a set of Boolean input vari-
ables I (not controlled by the system).
Communication Graphs, Symmetry Constraints. A communication graph
C is a tuple (V;X; I;O), where V is a nite set of nodes, X is a set of system
variables, and I : V ! P(X), O : V ! P(X) assign sets of input and output
variables to the nodes, with O(v) \ O(v0) = ; for all v 6= v0 2 V . For a given
v, we call (I(v);O(v)) the interface of v, and (j I(v) j ; j O(v) j) the type of the
interface of v. If I(v) \O(v0) 6= ;, i.e., an output of v0 is an input of v, then we
say that v and v0 are neighbours in C. Variables that are not assigned (by O)
as output variables to any of the nodes are global input variables, controlled by
the environment. Denote this set of variables as O(env).
The communication graph may come with a symmetry constraint, given as
a partitioning V1 _[ : : : _[Vm = V of the set of nodes. We assume that for every
element Vi of the partition, nodes v; v
0 2 Vi have the same type of interface, and
that interfaces of all nodes have a xed order that identies corresponding in- and
outputs of v and v0. The intended semantics is that nodes in the same element of
the partition should have the same implementation modulo this correspondence.
Distributed Systems. An implementation of a node v 2 V in a communication
graph C is a (2O(v); 2I(v))-LTS. A distributed system is dened by a communi-
cation graph C and a nite family (Lv)v2V of implementations.
Let C = (V;X; I;O) be a communication graph with V = fv1; : : : ; vng, and
for every vi 2 V let Li = (Li; L0;i; i; oi) be an implementation of vi in C. The
composition of (Lv)v2V in C is the (2X ; 2O(env))-LTS G = (G;G0; ; o) with:
{ G = L1  : : : Ln,
{ G0 = L0;v1  : : : L0;vn ,
{ o(l1; : : : ; ln) = o1(l1) [ : : : [ on(ln), and
{ ((l1; : : : ; ln); e) = ((1(l1; 1); : : : ; n(tn; n)), where  = o(l1; : : : ; ln) [ e
and i is the restriction of  to variables in I(vi).
Note that this is essentially the same formalism as in Finkbeiner and Schewe's
seminal paper [24], and in the following we re-use part of their work on encoding
the synthesis problem for such systems into SMT.
2.2 Failure Model
We consider two kinds of failures: transient failures that are limited in time, but
may aect the whole system, and permanent failures that are limited in their
locations, i.e., only aect a subset of the processes. We model these failures as
self-stabilisation and Byzantine failures, respectively. The conjunction of both
kinds of failures is called Byzantine tolerant self-stabilisation [17].
Self-Stabilisation. Self-stabilisation is the strongest model for transient fail-
ures, introduced by Dijkstra [13, 16, 53]; it assumes that the system as a whole
fails { once { and is put in an arbitrary state. When the failure is over, processes
resume their execution from this state. In transition systems, it is thus easily
modelled by making all global states of the system initial.
Since an arbitrary state of the system will in general not satisfy strict safety
requirements, in self-stabilisation one usually requires that a specication will
eventually be satised, i.e., after a (either xed or unknown) stabilisation time.
Byzantine Failures. Byzantine failure is a model of permanent failure where
some processes do not execute the protocol, but are under the control of a
Byzantine adversary. Our assumptions on the adversary are:
{ non-adaptiveness: the adversary picks the set of faulty nodes before the
algorithm is run;
{ full information: the adversary can read the global state of the system;
{ computational power : the adversary has unbounded computational power.
In our setting, the non-adaptiveness does not remove any power from the
adversary [11].2 Therefore, it is equivalent to the strong Byzantine adversary,
which subsumes most models of permanent failure. We will consider systems
with a xed upper bound f on the number of Byzantine failures.
2.3 Formal Specications
We consider formal specications in linear-time temporal logic (LTL), where
the atomic propositions are the system variables. A formula that uses only the
input and output variables of a tuple v = (v1; : : : ; vk) of nodes will sometimes
be written '(v). We assume that the body of our specication is of the form
8v 2 V k : '(v);
for some k  jV j.
2 Essentially, this is because our model is not probabilistic, and because the protocol
must work for any choice of Byzantine nodes and any behaviour they can exhibit,
which includes all possible behaviours of an adaptive adversary.
Example 1. Consider a fully connected network of a set of nodes V . Suppose
every process v 2 V has a binary output variable cv. In the 2-counting problem
from Section 1, every node v has an output cv, and the formal specication ' is
the conjunction
8v 2 V: G (cv = 0$ X cv = 1)
^ 8v1; v2 2 V: G (cv1 = cv2) ;
stating that (for every node) the binary output should be ipped in every step,
and (for all pairs of nodes) the output of two nodes should always be the same.
Fault-Tolerant Specications. Since we consider systems that exhibit both
self-stabilisation and Byzantine failures, we need to consider a special type of
specications:
{ self-stabilisation implies that specications ' with non-trivial safety require-
ments (like in Example 1) in general cannot be satised without explicitly
allowing a stabilisation time. Therefore, we consider specications ' that
are either of the form F (if we allow an unspecied stabilisation time), or
of the form Xt  (if we require that the stabilisation time is bounded by t
steps).
{ Byzantine failures imply that the respective nodes can behave arbitrarily,
and properties of the specication can not be expected to hold for them.
Therefore, we require that for every choice of the Byzantine nodes, the spec-
ication holds only for tuples of correct nodes, i.e., where none of the nodes
is Byzantine. Formally, this means that instead of the original specication
8 v 2 V k : '(v) we consider the specication
8 b 2 V f ; v 2 V k :
240@ ^
1ik;1jf
vi 6= bj
1A! '(v)
35 : (1)
Example 2. Recall the second part of the 2-counting specication:
8v1; v2 2 V: G (cv1 = cv2) :
For systems with one Byzantine node b in V , this property is modied to:
8b 2 V: 8v1; v2 2 V: [(v1 6= b ^ v2 6= b) ! G (cv1 = cv2)] :
3 Bounded Synthesis of Resilient Systems
Synthesising distributed systems is in general undecidable [23, 44, 48]|with or
without failures|and only becomes decidable by bounding the size of the im-
plementation. The bounded synthesis problem consists in constructing an imple-
mentation that satises a given temporal logic specication and a bound on the
number of states.
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Fig. 2: The bounded synthesis approach
Finkbeiner and Schewe [24] gave
an algorithm for bounded synthe-
sis based on an encoding into sat-
isability modulo theories (SMT).
Inspired by their encoding, we de-
scribe in the following an algorithm
for the bounded synthesis of dis-
tributed systems with Byzantine-
tolerant self-stabilisation. The high-
level structure of the approach is depicted in Figure 2.
Input: specication and communication graph. The input to our synthesis
problem is a communication graph C = (V;X; I;O), possibly with a symmetry
constraint V1 _[ : : : _[Vm = V , and a (global) temporal specication ' over atomic
propositions in X. In the following, let O =
S
v2V O(v) be the set of global
output variables (controlled by the system), and I = X n O the set of global
input variables (controlled by the environment) of C.
In the following we encode the existence of local implementations of the nodes
in V such that the composition of these implementations in C satises '.
Conversion of the Specication to an Automata. Using the approach of
Kupferman and Vardi [37], the specication ' is translated into a universal co-
Buchi tree automaton (UCT) A' = (Q; qo; ; F ), where Q is a nite set of states,
q0 2 Q the initial state,  : Q2O ! P(Q2I) a transition relation, and F  Q
a set of rejecting states. A given UCT A accepts an (2O; 2I)-LTS T if no run
in the parallel execution of A and T visits a rejecting state innitely often. The
UCT A' is constructed such that it accepts an LTS T if and only if T j= '.
As an optimisation, we use a Safra-less conversion to generalised Rabin au-
tomata[50] rather than converting to a co-Buchi automata, as the automatically-
generated Rabin automata are smaller. However, co-Buchi and Rabin automata
are known to be equally expressive.
Uninterpreted LTS Based on Size Bound and Communication Graph.
Let s be a local size bound for implementations of nodes in C. Then, for
each node vi 2 fv1; : : : ; vng = V , we want to nd a (2O(vi); 2I(vi))-LTS Li =
(Li; L0;i; i; oi), with:
{ a set of (local) states Li with jLi j = s;
{ a set of initial states L0;i  Li;
{ a transition function i : Li  2I(vi) ! Li;
{ a labelling function o : Li ! 2O(vi).
Li can be considered a xed set of elements, while the transition and labelling
functions are to be synthesised. That is, in our SMT encoding they are considered
as uninterpreted functions. If vi; vj 2 Vk for some Vk in the symmetry constraint,
then we introduce just one uninterpreted function symbol that is used for both
i and j , and similarly for oi and oj . This enforces the constraint that both
nodes will have the same implementation. The choice of L0i is explained below.
Encoding of UCT and LTS into SMT Problem. To encode the syn-
thesis problem, we follow the approach of Finkbeiner and Schewe [24]. Let
G = (G;G0; ; o) be the composition of the local implementations Li in C. Then,
we dene an (uninterpreted) annotation function  : Q  G ! Q [ f?g that
maps states in the product automaton A'G to either ? or a rational number.
To ensure that G is accepted by A', we introduce constraints on  such that
 tracks whether states in the product automaton A'  G are reachable, and
bounds the number of visits to rejecting states in runs of A' G. In particular,
we require that
8g0 2 G0 : (q0; g0) 6= ? (2)
8q; q0 2 Q; g 2 G;  2  : (q; g) 6= ? ^ (q0; ) 2 (q; o(g)) ^ q0 62 F
! (q0; (g; ))  (q; g) (3)
8q; q0 2 Q; g 2 G;  2  : (q; g) 6= ? ^ (q0; ) 2 (q; o(g)) ^ q0 2 F
! (q0; (g; )) > (q; g) (4)
The conjunction (2) ^ (3) ^ (4), in the following denoted as SMT', encodes the
existence of an implementation that satises ' in a system without failures.
Encoding Self-Stabilisation. We encode self-stabilisation by considering all
states of the system as initial states, i.e., L0i = Lv. Thus, a solution to our
synthesis problem has to ensure that the specication ' is satised for all runs
that begin in any of the states of the composed system. This corresponds directly
to the denition of self-stabilisation introduced by Dijkstra [13].
Encoding Byzantine Failures. Byzantine nodes can behave arbitrarily, and
the Byzantine adversary has information about the global state of the sys-
tem [38]. Thus, the behaviour of Byzantine failures can be modelled by allowing
them to give arbitrary outputs at any time, essentially re-assigning their outputs
to outputs of the adversarial environment.
To encode this, we modify the constraints above such that Byzantine pro-
cesses are observed with arbitrary output. In particular, if node vi is Byzantine,
then in (3) and (4) we replace each occurrence of a system variable x 2 O(vi)
with a fresh variable xb, and add a quantier 8xb 2 B. For a given formula  
and x(v) = O(v), this substitution is denoted as 8xb(v) 2 B:  [x(v) 7! xb(v)].
Example 3. Consider that the rst component v1 is Byzantine, let x = O(v1),
g = (l1; : : : ; ln) and  = (1; : : : ; n). Then, constraint (3) is modied to:
8xb 2 B; q; q0 2 Q; g 2 G;  2  :
(q; g) 6= ? ^ (q0; [x 7! xb]) 2 (q; o(g)) ^ q0 62 F
! (q0; (1(l1; 1[x 7! xb]); : : : ; n(ln; n[x 7! xb]))  (q; g):
Finally, since the Byzantine adversary can choose a set of at most f Byzantine
nodes, we have to quantify over all possible choices of the adversary. Since the
satisfaction of the specication can depend on the choice of processes, we have
an important change to the encoding: our quantication has to reect that the
correctness argument, and therefore the witness function , can depend on this
choice, while the transition and labelling functions ; o must not depend on this
choice. This results in the following encoding:
9; o: 8fb1; : : : ; bfg  V: 9:
8xb(b1; : : : ; bf ) 2 B: SMT'[x(b1; : : : ; bf ) 7! xb(b1; : : : ; bf )]: (5)
Note that with this encoding, all neighbours of a Byzantine process observe
the same outputs. It is straightforward to have dierent observed outputs for
dierent neighbours in our encoding, at the cost of introducing one quantied
variable for the observation of each neighbour.3
Furthermore, note that all quantication is over nite sets, so we can elimi-
nate all quantiers by Skolemising  such that it is a function that depends on
the choice of fb1; : : : ; bfg, and explicitly instantiating the universal quantiers.
Correctness. For uninterpreted functions ; o; , satisability of our encoding is
equivalent to the existence of an LTS that satises the specication '. Moreover,
satisfying valuations of  and o give us a solution to the synthesis problem, and
the valuation of  witnesses correctness of that solution.
Theorem 1 (Correctness for xed bound). The constraint system (5) is
satisable if and only if the specication is nite-state realisable in a self-stabilising
system with f Byzantine nodes in the given communication graph. A satisfying
assignment of  and o represents a solution to the synthesis problem.
Up to the encoding of failures, our encoding is equivalent to that of Finkbeiner
and Schewe, and correctness follows from Theorem 5 of [24]. Correctness of the
encoding of self-stabilisation is straightforward, and correctness of the encoding
of Byzantine failures follows from our elaborations above.
Increasing the bound. By iterating bounded synthesis for increasing bounds,
we obtain a semi-decision procedure for the synthesis problem.
Corollary 1 (General correctness and completeness). A semi-procedure
that iterates bounded synthesis of resilient systems for increasing bounds will
eventually nd a nite-state implementation of ' if it exists.
Practical Applicability. Our encoding includes a large number of quantiers,
both universal and existential. Since we consider nite domains, they could all be
explicitly instantiated, but experiments show that their full instantiation results
in a combinatorial blowup that quickly makes the SMT formula intractable. For
non-trivial examples, existing SMT solvers (such as Z3 and CVC3) were unable
to solve the resulting problem instances.
3 Also, note that fail-stop failures can be seen as a special case of Byzantine failures,
and can be modelled in a similar way: instead of giving arbitrary outputs, the chosen
nodes at some point move into a special stop state, from which they cannot recover.
Abstracting from the universal quantiers inside the innermost existential
quantier (as these are treated rather eciently by existing methods like incre-
mental instantiation [29, 41] or in some cases simply full instantiation) and the
concrete meaning of the function symbols, our synthesis problem is of the form
9x:8y: 9z:Q(x; y; z)
where Q(x; y; z) is an SMT formula and x; y; z are from nite domains. In the
following, we introduce a new, incremental algorithm that performs well for
instances of this problem produced by our encoding.
4 Incremental Synthesis Algorithm
In this section, we introduce an algorithm that allows us to solve synthesis
problems more eciently than a direct application of an SMT solver on the
full encoding of the previous section. To this end, we extend the approach of
Counter-Example-Guided Inductive Synthesis (CEGIS) [52][51, Chapter 4] to
handle nite model extraction for rst-order formulae with two quantier alter-
nations (989). Like CEGIS, our algorithm is only guaranteed to terminate when
the universal quantication is over a nite domain.
4.1 Previous Work
Solar-Lezama et al. introduced CEGIS [51,52] in the context of template-based
synthesis, but it is a general method for solving rst-order problems of the form
9x:8y:Q(x; y). It is complete and terminating if y belongs to a nite domain Y .
CEGIS performs model extraction, which is crucial when doing synthesis.
In the following, we will use x; y; z as rst-order variables and x^; y^; z^ as con-
crete values for these variables. CEGIS proceeds by building a database of coun-
terexamples y^i for any candidate x^ that it has encountered. In the worst case,
CEGIS performs O (jY j) SMT queries until it reaches a conclusion; it is espe-
cially ecient if every y^ eliminates a large portion of the possible values for
x.
The CEGIS algorithm is shown in Figure 3. Formula (x) acts as the database
of counterexamples. The algorithm uses two incremental SMT solvers. In Line 3,
it extracts candidates for x that work for all counterexamples in the database.
In Line 5 it uses a new variable yn1 to extract a new counterexample that rejects
at least the last candidate x^.
4.2 Extension to First-Order Model Extraction
The encoding of our synthesis problem is of the form
9x:8y:9z:Q(x; y; z): (6)
In the specic case of our encoding, described earlier, x was called  and
ranges over uninterpreted functions over nite domains; y was called B and
Data: A rst-order formula 9x: 8y:Q(x; y)
Result: FALSE or a value x^ such that 8y:Q(x^; y) holds
1 Initialise (x) to > and n = 0;
2 while true do
3 if (x) is satisable then
4 Extract a concrete value x^ for x from the model;
5 if :Q(x^; yn+1) is satisable then
6 Extract a concrete value y^n+1 for yn+1 from the model;
7  :=  ^Q(x; y^n+1);
8 n++;
9 else
10 return x^;
11 end
12 else
13 return FALSE;
14 end
15 end
Fig. 3: Original CEGIS algorithm, solving 9x:8y:Q(x; y)
ranges over tuples of process identiers from a nite domain and z was called 
and ranges over the rationals.
While we still keep a set of counterexamples y^i, candidate generation is now
a little more intricate: we look for one x^ and a z^i for every y^i in the database.
The algorithm is shown in Figure 4. Here, y1 : : : yn is (still) the database
of counterexamples. The candidate extraction is again in Line 3, but is more
intricate: it now extracts a candidate x^ for x as well as a candidate z^i for each
counterexample y^i. In Line 5 we then look for a new counterexample y^n+1 that
shows that the formula is false for x^ and any of the z^i.
Note that, again, we can use two incremental SMT solvers. In the outer
satisability call (Line 3), we only add conjunctive constraints to . In the inner
satisability call (Line 5), we add conjunctive constraints to
Vn
i=1 :Q(x^; yn+1; z^i)
as long as x^ does not change, and we reset the formula if x^ does change.4
Correctness Argument. Let us assume the algorithm returns x^. At the point
where it returns, it has concrete values z^1 : : : z^n such that there is no y that
falsies Q(x^; y; z^i) for all i. This means that for any y, there is a z^i such that
Q(x^; y; z^i) is satised: we indeed exhibited a valid model for the formula.
Conversely, let us assume the algorithm returns FALSE: this means that the
formula  =
Vn
i=1Q(x; y^i; zi) is not satisable. Assuming our original formula
4 In fact, in our prototype implementation we use a heuristic that avoids throwing
away the formula by re-assigning the value of x^ in the formula whenever the outer
SMT call returns a new value. Then, we do not throw away the formula at all, but
risk that it grows unnecessarily large. In our experiments, this has shown favourable
eects.
Data: A rst-order formula 9x: 8y: 9z:Q(x; y; z)
Result: FALSE or a value x^ such that 8y:9z:Q(x^; y; z) holds
1 Initialise (x; z1; : : : ; zn) to > and n = 0;
2 while true do
3 if (x; z1; : : : ; zn) is satisable then
4 Extract concrete values x^; z^1; : : : ; z^n for x; z1; : : : ; zn from the model;
5 if
Vn
i=1 :Q(x^; yn+1; z^i) is satisable then
6 Extract a concrete value y^n+1 for yn+1 from the model;
7  :=  ^Q(x; y^n+1; zn+1);
8 n++;
9 else
10 return x^;
11 end
12 else
13 return FALSE;
14 end
15 end
Fig. 4: Proposed algorithm, solving 9x:8y: 9z:Q(x; y; z)
was satisable, and given a model x; z() that satises it, then x; zi = z(y^i) would
be a model for : hence, our original formula is UNSAT.
Finally, termination of the algorithm follows from the fact that our domains
are nite, which implies that every formula only has nitely many satisfying
assignments, and every call to the inner SMT solver strengthens the formula 
such that at least one satisfying assignment is removed.
4.3 Related Work
Our work is close to Janota et al. [31] which extends CEGIS to decide QBF
formulas with arbitrary quantier alternation. Janota et al. propose a recursive
algorithm which uses a number of nested SMT calls linear in the number of
quantier alternations, whereas we need only two. Moreover, since candidate
values are changed by subsequent SMT calls more often, the algorithm cannot
eciently use incremental solving.
Another modication of CEGIS that is close to ours is that of Koksal et
al. [34]. At a high level (i.e., the level we chose for our description in this section),
their approach is very similar to ours. The dierences between the algorithms are
in the encoding of synthesis problems, as well as in the specialised verication
and synthesis algorithms that are part of the description in Koksal et al. [34]. We
chose a higher level of description for the CEGIS algorithm in order to increase
its re-usability in dierent settings.
Finally, another approach for the synthesis of reactive systems that uses
incremental renement of candidate models is lazy synthesis [22]. The dierence
to our approach is that lazy synthesis is not based on CEGIS and a direct
encoding of correctness into SAT or SMT, but instead uses LTL model checking
and an encoding of error traces into SMT to obtain and rene candidate models.
Lazy synthesis does not consider systems with Byzantine failures, but could
probably be extended to our setting by extending the LTL model checking to
all possible choices of Byzantine nodes and all possible actions taken by the
Byzantine adversary. Whether this would be ecient is an open question.
5 Extension to Networks of Unbounded Size
The synthesis method we have introduced thus far is restricted to systems with
a xed number of components. However, correctness in networks of arbitrary
size is needed for scalability, as it is unfeasible to synthesise a new solution
whenever new processes are introduced into the system. In this section, we show
how to obtain process implementations that are correct in systems of arbitrary
size, based on the idea of Parameterised Synthesis [30]: by combining a general
correctness argument for a specic class of systems and specications, we can
synthesise systems that will be correct in networks of unbounded size by synthe-
sising a solution that (i) satises the specication and (ii) belongs to the class
of systems for which the correctness argument holds.
Parameterised Systems. Let C be the set of all communication graphs. Then
a parameterised communication graph is a function   : N! C, where we assume
that every   (i) comes with a symmetry constraint that separates the nodes into
a nite number of implementation classes (with identical interface types). A
parameterised communication graph   is of order k if, for all n 2 N, the number
of implementation classes in   (n) is less or equal to k. Then, an implementation
of a parameterised communication graph   of order k is a set of implementations
fT1; : : : ; Tkg for its nodes, one for each implementation class.
Parameterised specications. In specications of parameterised systems, the
atomic propositions are the system variables, indexed by xed component iden-
tiers or identier variables. An identier variable i can be quantied globally
in the form 8i:', or locally in the form 8i : neighbour(x):'. In every given in-
stance of the parameterised communication graph, this quantication is simply
interpreted as a nite conjunction over all possible values for i.
Cutos for Parameterised Synthesis. A central notion of parameterised
synthesis is the cuto : an upper bound c on the number of nodes in a network
that need to be considered, such that components that are correct in the network
of size c are also correct in any network of a bigger size. Formally, c 2 N is a
cuto for a set of specications  and a class of systems S if, for every ' 2 
and every ( ; fT1; : : : ; Tkg) 2 S (where   is of order k), it holds that
8n > c : (fT1; : : : ; Tkg;   (c) j= ' , fT1; : : : ; Tkg;   (n) j= ') :
Thus, a cuto enables parameterised synthesis if and only if we can guarantee
that our solution belongs to the system class S. In principle, this idea can directly
be applied to failure-resilient systems, but existing cuto results [2,3,7,19,20,27]
usually do not take into account fault-tolerance.
Colourless specications. In distributed systems, there is a classical notion of
(weakly) colourless tasks for terminating executions of a system. This includes
many important properties of nite runs, such as consensus and k-set agreement.
We extend this notion to innite runs.
For a given global state g = (l1; : : : ; ln) of a system G, a variant of g is a
state g0 that can be obtained from g by changing the local state li of one process
i to another local state l0i 2 Li, such that oi(l0i) = oj(lj) for some j 6= i, or by a
sequence of such changes.
Then, dene a specication ' to be colourless if for every execution trace
o(g0)o(g1) : : : o(gn) : : : that satises ', and any variant g
0
n of gn, the partial trace
o(g0)o(g1) : : : o(gn 1)o(g0n) can be extended to a trace that satises '.
An example of a colourless specication is the m-counting specication from
our motivating example. Note that colourlessness is a semantic property of a
specication, and we do not supply a syntactic fragment of LTL that guarantees
colourlessness.
Cutos for Colourless Specications. We show how to extend an n-process
system G satisfying a colourless specication ' into an (n + k)-process system,
satisfying the same specication. We assume that the processes in G are fully
connected (i.e., in a clique) and that state labels are unique, i.e., the output
of a process is sucient to conclude its current internal state. Based on these
assumptions, we show how to synthesise a system that can be considered a larger
clique, where the additional processes can have a dierent implementation.
The additional processes will have an implementation L0 that is dierent from
that of the original processes. L0 reads the current input from the environment
and the outputs of processes in the original clique, uses this information (which
by assumption lets us conclude their current internal state) as well as knowledge
about the original implementation L to anticipate their next transition, and
moves to a state that has the same output as the majority of the next-states in
the clique.
To ensure that this will result in a correct system even under up to f Byzan-
tine nodes, we need to enforce an f -majority property in the original system:
in every round, the output chosen by the largest number of correct nodes is
picked by f more nodes than the second largest one.5 Then, even if the compu-
tation of L0 described above includes Byzantine nodes, its output will be equal to
that of the majority of original implementations L, and therefore the colourless
specication will still be satised.
If we are synthesising the original system, the f -majority property can be
directly encoded as an additional cardinality constraint over the outputs. This
constraint preserves satisability of the synthesis constraints, even for a given
state space.
To see this, assume that a given original system satises a colourless speci-
cation, but does not have the f -majority property. Then we can transform it into
a system G0 which simulates G. At each step, processes in G0 simulate G for one
5 This is an extension of the argument for proving the exact number of Byzantine
failures that can be survived while solving consensus problems [38].
step, and check whether f -majority is achieved. If it is not, then we can (par-
tially) determinise the given system to obtain f -majority : for instance, nodes
can be grouped by output value, and state and output value of some nodes can
be replaced with ones from the largest group. The modied system still produces
valid runs thanks to the specication being colourless.
Theorem 2. If ' is a colourless specication, C is a fully informed clique and
(Lv)v2V a set of implementations such that their composition G in C has the f -
majority property and G j= ', then any extension of G with additional processes
L0 as described above will satisfy '.
Cutos for local specications in regular networks. We can also obtain
cutos for the setting that satises the following:
{ the networks has a constant-degree { also called regular { where all nodes
have the same interface and implementation,
{ local specications: specications of the form 8i: Xt G(i) (where (i) is a
Boolean formula over the current state of processes in a maximal distance
of r to a process i),
{ a xed number of Byzantine nodes f in a distance of r around any node,
and
{ a xed stabilisation time t.
Theorem 3. Let C be a constant-degree network with a given interface for all
nodes, and such that all nodes have a maximal distance of r + t from a central
node v. If an implementation L satises a local specication '(v) in C, then
L satises 8i: '(i) in any C 0 with the same degree, the same interface, and a
radius greater than r + t.
The cuto follows from the fact that our specications only require that we
enter the \legitimate states" specied by (i) within t steps, and never leave
them afterwards, and within these t steps only information from nodes with this
distance can enter the radius around i that (i) talks about. Because of full
symmetry in these systems, it is sucient to require '(v) instead of 8i: '(i).
Specications that can be expressed as purely rst-order formulae can be
rewritten as local specications [9, 49]. This suggests that local formulae are
expressive enough to be of interest: for instance, consensus is local despite k-set
agreement being non-local.6 7
6 Experimental Results
A preliminary implementation was written in OCaml, using Sickert's formally
proven correct tool [50] to convert LTL specications to automata, and de Moura
and Bjrner's Z3 [42] as the backend SMT solver.
6 It is not sucient to prove that k-set agreement is not expressible in FO. However, k-
set agreement { for any given k  2 { can easily be proven non-local by contradiction.
7 RB: what is the signicance of the results in this section?
Experiments were run on a number of computers equipped with 64GiB of
memory and eight cores clocked at 2.6GHz. Note that our solver is sequential
and does not take advantage of multicore machines.
We were able to reproduce the results from Dolev et al. [15] regarding syn-
chronous 2-counting with a single Byzantine adversary (f = 1). Each experiment
{ for a xed set of parameters { took at most one hour. As in previous results [15],
those solutions can be extended to any system of greater size while keeping the
number f of failures, the stabilisation time t and the local state size s constants.
Moreover, we were able to synthesise a symmetric solution for 4-counting,
for 4 processes with 5 states each, and stabilisation time 10. This improves on
the solution suggested by Dolev et al. to simply duplicate a 2-counter to obtain
a 4-counter, which would result in an implementation with 6 local states and a
stabilisation time of at least 14 in this case. To our knowledge, this is the rst
instance of a solution to n-counting (with n > 2) ever synthesised. This result
shows that our more general approach allows us to obtain even more ecient
implementations than that of Dolev et al., without the need to manually devise
a new encoding and argue about its correctness.
Class processes (n) local states (s) Total states Stabilisation time (t)
symmetric 4 3 12 7
5 3 15 6
6 3 18 3
7 2 21 8
8 2 16 4
general 4 4 16 5
5 3 15 4
6 2 12 6
Fig. 5: Synthesised algorithms for 2-counting with a single Byzantine failure
Attempts to replicate these results using directly a rst-order model nder
{ such as CVC3 [5] { or existing extensions of CEGIS [31] resulted either in
timeout (no result within 12h) or running out of memory.
Moreover, as mentioned in Section 3, we use a translation from LTL to Ra-
bin automata [50]: we compared that approach to encoding universal co-Buchi
automata obtained with ltl3ba [4] and observed a speedup from 25% to 50%
depending on the instance.
7 Conclusion
We have presented a method to automatically synthesise distributed systems
that are self-stabilising and resilient to Byzantine failures. We assume that the
systems are specied in LTL. Our results apply to nite network graphs and
extend to parameterised synthesis of processes on a graph of arbitrary size under
reasonable conditions. The approach follows the basic idea of Bounded Synthesis.
It constructs an SMT formula with two quantier alternations that states that
a fault-tolerant implementation of a given size exists, and it is complete if a
bound on the size of the process implementation is given. We have presented a
CEGIS-style decision procedure to decide such formulas that is far more ecient
than existing approaches for the formulas we have encountered. Finally, we show
that we can eciently synthesise a small solution for the 2-counter problem.
In this work, we only consider the synthesis of basic building blocks of dis-
tributed systems, modelled as labelled transition systems. To obtain actual
large-scale implementations, many additional layers of complexity need to be
addressed, and in practice there will be a trade-o between formality and au-
tomation on the one hand, and scale or precision of the system model on the
other hand, as for example demonstrated in recent work of Hawbitzel et al. [28].
In the near future, we plan to extend our approach to more general timing
models and to study more general specications for parameterised synthesis. In
particular, we want to extend our approach to the system model of the PSync
language of Dragoi et al. [18], which enables reasoning about asynchronous sys-
tems by introducing a notion of \communication rounds", and will make our
approach applicable to a much larger class of problems. Furthermore, we will
look into optimisations of the encoding, as described by Khalimov et al. [32,33]
for parameterised synthesis of systems without fault-tolerance.
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